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Envelope Tetrahedron
Fold a used rectangular envelope as shown to mark a square.

1. Fold the envelope along the mid-point of its width.
2. Fold the triangle formed by the first fold along AB and AC.
3. Open the envelope and press as shown to make a tetrahedron.
To make a double tetrahedron, fold envelope into 2 squares as shown.

Fold as shown earlier to make a double tetrahedron.
Press corners of double tetrahedron to make a single unit

Two tetrahedrons back to back
1. **Draw Lines CA and CB...**

2. **Then open the mouth and tape the open ends to make a beautiful tetrahedron!**

3. **Fold Point Y' to Midline Through Y.**

4. **Fold Midline of Envelope Along It's Length.**

5. **And Crease Along Them.**

6. **Mark the line and cut...**

7. **Then cut along line with scissors.**

8. **Old Envelope Pen Tape Scissors Scale**